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Stonach Occupational Talents 
 

These are not only skills. Those possessing these talents have been recognized by their community as 

having authority, experts serving their people. These usually take a minimum of a decade of focused 

study and effort to earn, and most stonach will only have one in a lifetime. If a character has been 

studying and serving in the background, it is possible to add one of these talents as a crowning lifetime 

achievement. Conceptually related open or restricted talents can be gained without further training. 

 

 Brewer. Skilled in alchemic codes and transmitted lore for brewing potent alcohol. Also skilled in 

brewing healing potions and salves, identifying ingredients using various tests, and herbology. Able 

to diagnose and treat illness and injury, and operate when needed. 

 

 Clarifier. Deep thinking, study to turn information into knowledge. Interrogation, investigation of 

mysteries, pursuit of wisdom and justice. Also logic puzzles, riddles, insight, instinct, and judgment. 

 

 Delver. Underground navigation, knowledge of subterranean plants and animals, honed senses to 

detect foes, dangers, and treasures. Training in navigation rune code trailsign and cartography, and 

survival skills evaluating stone stability, food, and water. Tracking and stealth. 

 

 Forgecrafter.  Metalworker and jewler, skilled with blacksmithing, armor and weaponry, cutting 

gems, gunsmithing, and other work with fire and metal. Appraising metalwork, interpreting code in 

makers marks, repairing broken metalwork. Trained with gears, cogs, clocks, traps, and hydraulics. 

 

 Omnicrafter. Trained with looms, fabrics, spindles, textiles, carpentry, tailoring, and working with 

materials besides clay and stone. Cloth, clay, and wood. Able to create, repair, and appraise them. 

 

 Priest. Educated in theology, knows some about many religions and gods. Authorized and trained to 

conduct ceremonies and mark rites of passage, and seek the will of the gods.  

 

 Rememberer. Trained musician and storyteller, interpreting the history of the people to address 

current issues and safeguard the stonach soul. Highly trained memory and performance skill. 

 

 Runecrafter. Skilled in stonach magic and its uses—making it, breaking it, and instilling it. Able to 

read various forms of magic and sense the presence of magic. Can activate runes. Immune to mind-

altering or illusion magic. (See the “Runecraft” section.) 

 

 Speaker. Authorized to speak for community leadership. Skilled in social interactions, trained for 

treaties and contracts and politics. A judge for disputes. Authorized to interpret the law. Able to affect 

an individual’s reputation among the stonach. 

 

 Stonecrafter. Trained in identifying, harvesting, shaping, and placing stone. Automatically identifies 

all kinds of stone, and how it was shaped (with what tools, how long ago, how to improve or 

demolish structures.) Trained in runic construction plans. Knows measurements at a glance. 

 

 Thickbeard. Athlete and entertainer, champion in celebration and machismo. Know the rules for 

various stonach sports. Skilled in movement, boasting, and drinking. 

 

 Topsider. Experienced in dealing with the sunlit world and its inhabitants. Knows some about 

farming, animal husbandry, surface politics, and surface survival (including weather prediction.) 


